Abstract: Auditory display can complement visual representations in order to better interpret scientific 11 data. A previous article showed that the free categorization of "audified seismic signals" operated by listeners can 12 be explained by various geophysical parameters. The present article confirms this result and shows that cogni- 
I Introduction

28
The development of seismology as a scientific discipline has traditionally been based upon graphical tools 
35
Many instances of educational 9;10;11;12;13;14;15;16 or artistic 6;7;8 uses of seismic data "sonification" have been reported. However, to our knowledge, it has only been used twice for scientific research purposes: Speeth 4 and 37 then Frantti and Levereault 5 accelerated seismic signals in order to shift the frequencies to the audible range,
38
and trained people to tell "natural" earthquakes ("double-couple" sources) from explosions by listening to accel- 
84
For that purpose we contrasted two ensembles of subjects exposed to the "same signals": "geoscientists" -ex-
85
perts in visual analysis of seismograms, but not trained in processing (earthquakes as) acoustic signals -, and 86 acousticians -experts in acoustic signal processing but without background in seismology. In this situated 87 approach of cognition, categories resulting from individual sensory experience are not conceived as "information as a physical (abstracted) dimension of the acoustic signal but remain embodied within the experience, concern, 100 and identification of the source 34 .
101
A major empirical consequence of this theoretical positioning is that the physical description cannot be used 102 as the reference for evaluating the human categories as deviations "errors" from the "true" representations given 103 by physics. Therefore at this exploratory step of research, we stand apart from the psychophysical paradigm 104 which attributes to the physical description the referential value in defining a priori what information is to be 105 processed by humans 30 . We rather focus on a subject-centered paradigm, in that we explore the ability of dif-106 ferent expert listeners to bring their specific descriptions of the data. The present approach is inductive, aiming 107 at providing new hypotheses for future hypothetico-deductive studies, which would consolidate the hypothesis 108 through further and more canonical experimental setting including statistical analysis. Again, statistical anal-109 ysis is not relevant to our approach.
110
As in the previous paper 22 , the audio stimuli result from a time-compression of seismic signals (this method be kept in mind that we actually deal with a specific representation of a complex phenomenon. Figure 2: (color online) Map of the seismic stations (black triangles and names, followed by the consensual categories in which the resulting audio signals are put in T1, T3a and T3b, see Sec. V for more details) and the seismic events of the database (filled circles: the size is proportional to the magnitude). a) Global view, the selected station for T2 is enclosed in a solid line rectangle, the dashed line rectangle indicates the area of the epicenters, magnified below; b) Magnified view centered on the seismic event epicenters, the selected event for tests T1, T3a and T3b is circled, the selected events for T2 are enclosed in a rectangle. The events are numbered in decreasing order of appearance (1 is the latest, 42 is the earliest) during the 4 days of recording. Different colors indicate the depth of the events. 
159
Stimuli for T3a The selected stations and event for T3a are the same as in T1, except that the seismic 160 recordings are audified with a speed factor of 250 (F s = 10, 000 Hz).
161
Stimuli for T3b The selected stations and event for T3b are the same as in T1, except that the seismic 162 recordings are audified with a speed factor of 350 (F s = 14, 000 Hz).
163
Another test variable must be made explicit here: The role of previous knowledge and expertise is investigated 164 in all 4 tests by having 2 ensembles of subjects (geoscientists and acousticians) involved. (with clear-cut binary membership, i.e. an item is either a member of the category, or is not a member), the 187 extensional structure of natural categories is defined by similarity and distance from a prototypical exemplar.
188
The intensional description relies on this prototype, which is defined as the exemplar gathering most of the
189
properties of the category. The other exemplars (stimuli) are distributed along similarity ("family" resemblance)
190
within the set of properties that they "more or less" share with one another. The output of each test, for each participant, is referred to in the following as a "partition;" it consists of a suite 236 of groups of stimuli, accompanied by a verbal description of each group in this partition.
237
The mean duration for test T1 was 13.6±9.1 minutes, and for T2, T3a and T3b respectively 9.3±3.7 min., 
284
B Verbal comments
285
In this section the verbal descriptions of the consensual categories identified on the trees in Sec. A are analyzed.
286
The method has already been applied in the literature 22;45;57;58 . Different ensembles of participants are formed 287 and independently studied: all participants ("all"), "acousticians" and "geoscientists". In the two latter cases, 288 the consensual categories described are not those shown in Figs. 3 to 6 but the ones computed from the total 289 co-occurrence matrix of all acousticians and the total co-occurrence matrix of all geoscientists respectively.
290
As far as the verbal comments are concerned, our analysis relies on a "differential" conception of lexical 291 semantics, that considers that the meaning of a word (as a "lexical form" or "significant") is not given by its 292 referential value (a label on pre-existing things it refers to in the physical world), but mainly relies on a consensus 293 between speakers to attribute its form to something or to a concept. For example in scientific discourses, scientific errors with respect to a "true" meaning, but rather as data the analysis has to account for. It follows that it is,
299
at least, problematic, to apply classical statistics (e.g. averaging, test of significant differences) to our data, and 300 we refrain from doing so in this study. Furthermore, there is too little verbal data to undertake any statistical 301 analysis.
302
In verbalization tasks, expert participants (e.g. expert guitarists talking about how they perceive their 303 instrument 45 ) have a specific use of lexicon, assigning to words different meanings than when they are used by 304 non-experts or in a generic context. In those cases, it is necessary to undertake a linguistic analysis in order
305
to identify the semantics of the words, using linguistic clues such as reformulations, definitions, etc., present 306 in the participants' discourse when they are invited to describe their sensory experience of the stimuli. In the 307 present case, the instructions are oriented on the "objectivity" of the stimuli (participants are told that the 308 stimuli originated from seismic recordings) that encourage a more straightforward naming by the use of simple 309 and common words. Furthermore the constraints associated with typing prevent participants from producing 310 long sentences they might utter if speaking 60 . Even in lack of substantial discourses as it is the case here it 311 is worth keeping in mind the different background of the two ensembles of subjects. Due to the constraints of 312 the task discussed above, geoscientists and acousticians are expected to produce short statements using simple,
313
everyday-life words, with meanings slightly differing from the "common sense" meaning, as given by a dictionary.
314
Geoscientists are expected to use common sense meaning for words referring to the sound itself but technical 315 terms for referring to the sound as the "sound of an earthquake", whereas acousticians are expected to use 316 technical terms for the sound itself and common sense words when referring to the sound as the sound of an 317 earthquake. In other words, the subjects all share the same language and culture, but slight differences in 318 educational background and training may change the way they conceptualize and therefore verbally describe 319 sounds.
320
The analysis of verbal comments 6 is carried out by first organizing them according to the aspect of the shots are assumed to refer to the same aspect of sound, summarized by the label impacts; in the semantic reverberation for the label/subclass reverberation). These numbers are then added together for each label.
350
Note that absolutely no value judgement is made by the authors when using positive and negative numbers: this indicates that the sound aspect in question is present (resp. absent) according to the majority of evaluations.
354
The categories resulting from the comments of all participants are numbered for ease of reading.
355
V Results
356
This section first provides a general comparison of acousticians' and geoscientists' categories. Next, the results
357
of the consensual categories and the verbal descriptions for each test are presented. The section ends with a 358 discussion about the playback speed of the stimuli.
359
A How acousticians and geoscientists differ
360
One first result is that that acousticians and geoscientists differ both in the words they use and in the objects 361 they refer to. This is evidence for the fact that listeners make use of their experience, memory and knowledge All identified consensual categories in the tree in Fig. 3 group together stations which are close to one another 22 .
406
Information about the categorization criteria is given by the verbal description associated with each consensual 407 category (Tab. 6).
408
Consensual categories are first formed according to the perceived number of impacts in the stimuli. The to the event) and 1C3 (South-East from the event) are respectively more in the medium to low frequencies.
422
A third criterion is related to the mention of the perceived speed and distance from the sound event(s),
423
which can be related to the event/station azimuth, just as the evaluations of the frequencies. The tree in Fig. 4 does not show clusters as clearly as the tree of T1 (Fig. 3) , indicating a weaker consensus
443
(all listeners generally tend to follow a broader range of different criteria than in T1, and acousticians and geo- form the most numerous ensemble of participants.
447
A few consensual categories can be identified however on the tree in Fig. 4 . We observe a tendency to group 
455
The majority of the comments focuses on the presence/absence and level of the bass background, and stimuli the playback speed makes the impacts temporally much closer, making them harder to resolve.
492
The descriptions of the frequencies, although hard to interpret, are quite close to those provided in T1. 
496
The categories also differ according to the classes crackling noise, bass background, aggressive.
497
Further investigations would be necessary to precisely interpret these observations, but this goes beyond the another (Fig. 6 ). Tab. 9 shows that the consensus about the number of impacts is also weaker than in T1.
507
Just like in T1 and T3a, the participants have focused first on the event/station distance, related to the 
519
The categories also differ according to the classes volume, reverberation, crackling noise, bass 520 background: these classes require further investigations. Additionally, it can be remarked that the consensus about the number of impacts is weaker in T3a and
541
T3b than in T1. This is most probably due to the speed factor (playback of the seismic time series) which is 542 increased from T1 to T3b: this necessarily reduces the time interval between the impacts, making them harder 543 to resolve/discriminate. analysis has been conducted without any a priori on the nature of these acoustic descriptors (or on the fact 555 that there was going to be any acoustic descriptors to derive).
556
A Number of impacts and the temporal envelope
557
A simple way to visualize the number of impacts (note that we keep using the participants' wording) in the 558 stimuli is the computation of the temporal envelope of the stimuli. The method used here is described in an 559 article by D'Orazio et al. 62 (computation with 500 iterations). Fig. 7 shows the envelopes of all stimuli of 560 T1. On the one hand, stimuli in category 1C1, perceived as having one impact only, exhibit a rather smooth 561 envelope with a main impact (higher value). On the other hand, stimuli in categories 1C3 and 1C4, perceived 562 as having 2 impacts, have a more irregular envelope with a main impact preceded by a lower-amplitude event.
563
Stimuli of category 1C2, for which the number of perceived impacts is not clear, have intermediate envelopes:
564
The preceding lower-amplitude event does not clearly stand out from the main impact. Note that the envelopes 565 are sketchy and somewhat "quantized" due to the envelope computation algorithm and to our parameters, but 566 this "simplified" aspect is adequate for qualitative interpretation. B Frequencies and the spectral centroid
568
Psychoacousticians usually describe the frequency content of sounds with the concept of spectral distribution of 569 energy 63 , which is classically illustrated by the spectral centroid. The spectral centroid is the "center of gravity" 570 of the spectrum and is defined 64 as:
where f (k) and a(k) are respectively the frequency and amplitude in bin k. Thus more energy in the low (resp. 572 high) frequencies gives a lower (resp. higher) spectral centroid. Fig. 8 shows the spectral centroid computed C Bass background and the signal-to-noise ratio
578
The most natural descriptor of background noise is the signal-to-noise ratio SN R. For each stimulus of T2, the 579 maximum value of the first 500 points of the audio signal is computed. The "noise part" ends and the "signal 580 part" starts when the audio signal first exceeds 3 times this maximum value. Then the SNR is computed as: 
618
Other sound aspects have been pointed out by participants, and may prove relevant for the interpretation in terms of geophysical parameters, but they remain to be investigated further: In T1 stimuli from North-East impacts from echoes resulting from reverberations on different Earth layers).
642
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